Purchase Order Acknowledgement Managed Service

Get control with increased electronic verification of purchase orders from your suppliers that do not transact electronically.

Every order placed has the criticality of a patient’s need behind it, and knowing that your order has been received correctly is another step toward meeting both clinical and financial goals. However, for different reasons many suppliers fail to acknowledge your order, and if you are not receiving POAs, you are still half in the dark.

Stop Chasing Purchase Order Acknowledgments

GHX can give you the visibility you want with electronic acknowledgment of MetaTrade orders. Using MetaTrade to order electronically with suppliers that are not EDI capable is the right path toward increased efficiency but some suppliers fail to reply with POAs, leaving a gap in your goal of a seamless process. POA Managed Service electronically captures all POAs regardless of supplier response method. The program brings visibility and efficiency to your order processes, allowing you to enable hundreds of suppliers.
Boost Efficiency and Visibility
GHX POA Managed Service streamlines order processing by providing a holistic view of acknowledgments.

GHX:
- Communicates with trading partners on your behalf regarding purchase order acknowledgment goals
- Provides training and instruction for trading partners for completing POAs

You:
- Receive all POAs, whether emailed, faxed or verified by phone, within My Exchange
- Access daily action reporting to quickly identify exceptions and order for escalation

GHX Global Network
The largest community of healthcare supply chain trading partners, the GHX Global Network connects supply chain, finance and clinical professionals with their suppliers and partners. The 4,000+ provider organizations and 400+ manufacturers and distributors in this community are working together to drive billions of dollars out of the cost of the healthcare supply chain.

Learn More
POA Managed Service is a key component of total order management. Automation that improves accuracy and visibility helps drive overall efficiency and cost savings. Learn more by contacting us at 1.800.YOUR.GHX or support@ghx.com.